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Preface

If one "theme" emerged from the 1979 meeting of the Doctoral
. Honors Seminar, then it should justifiably be defined as "re:examina-

tion." In previous proceedthgs, participants, senior critics, and keynote
address called for disciplined attention to the periods and, concerns of
rhetoric which invite further examination 4s well as to the research teih-

niques used in such ventures. The tvielve participants, seven senior crit-
ics, and keynote speaker whose efforts are recorded in this monograph
unanbnpusly call for a reappraisal of ,the type and scope of research
which may.spring from the recent enthusium for rhetorical studies.

The first general session included re-evaluations by Michael Svo-
boda, Beth Bennet, and Mary Elizabeth Vielhaber yf the works of Plato,
Anselm de Besate, and Peter Ramus respectively. The participants' re-
search and the experts commentaries by Bruce Gronbeck, William E.
Wiethoff and Don Abbott pointed out the need for carefully adjusted
esti:notes of the intellectual deybts and die cultural intenictiona evident
in anbient, medieval, and reriaisunce ihetgrical theory. In the second
general session, tiv research of Richasd Paris (as summarized by Steve

--Hanneford), Robet ICI:Gaines, and Barbara Johnstone Koch underscored
the need kr continued-care in interpreting the Aristotelian and Ciceron-

4,11n rhetorical traditions. Critical remarks by Donovan Oths, Michael
Vblpe and Richard Leo Enos artiplified, the call for thoroughly reviewed
and revised approaches to understanding the theory and practice of clas-
skill rhetoricians, as well as recognizing noh-Western civnizatiiin* which .C1
incorporated ancient thetOric into theit cultures. In the third 'general')
session, Ce)este Ritilsback, Molly Wertheimer, and. John Rindo emphit.r
sized the personal and social values Which must bre reconitructed in orcler,
to apprefiate fUlly the significance of forma at diversified aie clinical
epideictic did Wagnerian esthetic*. lite comments of nnior critic*, in.
c1u4g Floyd Anderson, emphaiLtea) the participants' research focus
and stressed, the rigor with which-related analytical methods must be
applied. Angfophiles Jacquelin uth Andersoo and Barbara etnn
Vinceit re -mewed ss,nre.nfl1 and eighteenth-century ticeories of
eloquence-durins the.,fourth. i nre session. critical.contributiona,bY
Jane Blankenakip and Ray'. ckerrow enhanced the final session's,
'depiction of modern Britieh rhetoric,. James J. Murphy's irOnkcdirec-
Was io historians df rhetOric in the keynote addresadenionatilied the
elaborate style soniatinies rtquired of "preachers' while cataloguing the

. scholarly and paofeiriodal virtues essential to the "salvation" of rhetori-
egitudies, Professor Murphy's subsquent discussion of quistions which
wars posed by members of .the audienoe and the yeious interest groupi'
*ler *liberations sparked the ieminer's closing tints with. the animited
exchaigi of viewpaipts WhiCh ditioguiehte. progiinive re -exattinetion
how men rim*

8
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These proceedings report the re-examination which took place
on the BI4)Inington campus of Indiana University from March I 6-1-8,
1479. The seminar could never have proceeded without,,the gmerons

Moral and financial suppigt wlneh was offered; ideally // HAW/ 1979
rndicates that the support was"well investrd.

IVieth()1f

d'Over three years ago, when William,Wiethoff and I formulated
the idea of a co-sponsored, .twO-year doctoral honors seminar .we both.
shared a concern for the study of rhetorie. Although the great minds
who examined ,rhetoric. throughout the ages read like an liont.)r-roll in
Western thought., we were bothered that, the contemporary study of

. rhetoric, as well as its rich history. was not given the deference it had
previously enjoyed. Our objective throughimt these seminars has been
to encourage the study of rhetoric by providing an opportunity for ex-
changing ideas among pronlinent researchers and promising students.

I am happy to say that 'as I write these words, 'some three yeak
after that initial meeting, th'e tUture a rhetoric again looks promising.
Even a casual .glance At employment listings in English, linguistis and
speech communication testify to the ever-increasing demand for rhetori-,
cians. This bright future l'ot rhetoric is based, in large part, upon the
premise hich has sustained the study of.rtsetoric throughoit history,:
its practical.application in social inseraction. The recognition of rhetoric
in the last few years has also fostered A renewed interest in its history
primarily -because contemporary rhetoric is predicated upon its histori'-
cal evolution.. Thisre-emergence of rhetoric has. furtheLencouraged
co-operative ventures by individuals in several diseiplines such as-philo-

. sophy, Nistdry and classics . to name three areas of study not inentioned
above See rhetoric as **dimension of their research:The pervasive
interest shared by these scholars has only served to increase rhetoric's
pcctptance and further testify to its academic worth and practiea( bene-
fits.

.

If our efforts, and those who have given of their time and effort
so generously over the last few yedrs, have helped to encourage-this ren-
aissance of rhetoric, then our objective has been met and,our concern
.for rhyories figureneed concern tis no longer. To all who helped create
the wonderful'memories of these recent years loffer my sincere thanks
and itppreciation.

Richard Leo Epos,



The A-Historian's Guide:
Or, Ten Negative Commandments

for the Hisiorian bf Rhetbric

James I. Murphy ir
pepetronent of Rhetoric

University of Catifornia-Davis

A recent book, published by Princeton University Press in 1978,
argues:that it was only about 1000 B.C..that mankind developed a "con-
sciousneu". rind ceased to act purely from instinct like other animals.'
The author claims that about that time the two hemispheres of thehu.
man brain began to opotate cooperatively instead of separately, Making
pOulble such activities as Thought, Reasoning, and Memory. With mem-
ory omes the beginning of a sense ofhkunan history.

find this argument mind-boggling. We are today, especially we
here today, so history-obsessed that at first I fbund it difficult even to
visualizre human mind unaware of its own history.' That is, an' A-histor-
teal or Non-historical mind. Is it possible, I wondered, to 4onceive of an
A-historian, a Non-historian? ,

I soon 'realized not only, that i/ was possible to conceive of an A.
historian, but, loopng about me I found that I cookkiktually see such
a thing heppeningln relation to rhetoric. Not only do ive have A-histor-
lans of rhetoric, but I fear thai we ,can even identify the" principles by,
which they art creatid, .

It ,is for this reason that 1 wish to speak to you today about this
problem of Non-history or A-histoeyt and to identifY If I can the ten
principles or coomianciments to be follOwed by- the A.-historian oL diet-
oric. They are the ten Negitive Cominandments.

The first Neptive Commandinent 11,Know Not What Rhetoric Is,
I would like to begin wi,thin exempiwn flom a sister art-ptun.

mar. An interesting article was published in 1958 by Pentland P. Het*, ,

a philosopher at the University of Manchester, England..The journal
wss ALMA --:Archivtitit f,atinitetis Medli Aevi-and the title of Henry's
article wis "why rentrnaticus?" In discussing the treatise De &out*
tico-of Sa t Anseim (d.'.1109),-Proftuor Henry points out .that Anselm
'raises a 'mental question about the nature of grammar: that is, does -'

ghavintatkits really meannt person phsiesied of the abil!
lifter? This science of grammar -..the capacity to e41r-

to Latin
'1ty to be
cies the att of illiteracy-wOuld inalude both the knowledge of what to
do wit lioguige ind the ability to do it effeCtively brpredivting the.:
Maintop thet nig result from Jts use. .

This obaervitioni laid down almost nine hundred years ago about t
'rhetoric's sister art, grammar, iste that historiens of.rhetoric. might
well .Pooder. ,as short 'while latotather Midieval Writer, Hugh of St.; -'
Victor, clarified Atirelsn's a.w)ry that mtiht rnike'it elder %

.
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for us.to understand it relation to grammar:

fwo separate c cerns, then, are to.be recognlied and dis-
,

tinguished in e ery art: first, how one ought to treat the art
itself; and sec nd, how one ought to apply the principles of
that art in fl other matters whatevtr. Two distinct thin*
are Involve here: treating of the art and then'treating
means of 3Ae art. Treating of await is, for instance, treating
of gratninar; but treating by means of that art is treating
some n tter grammatically. Note the difference between
these o treating of grammar and treating some mitter
gram atically. We trem of grammar when we srt forth the
rule given for words and.the various precepts proper to this
ar , we :treat granimatically when we speak or wtite accord-
irrg to rule. TO treat Of gra'mmar, then, belongs only to
certain 'books, like Priscsian, Donatus, or Servius; but fo
treat grammatically belongs to all books.

A ,

To tlanspoe this into terms dealing With rhetoric; then; these
two writers-- pii:iced at randoni .from scores that ritiOt be quoted frOm
all agesare saying that an art is different from the' practice of that art.
To paraphrase'. Hugh of St. Victor, 'to treat of rhetoric belongs only to
certain boOks,like Aristotle,'Cicero, Campbell, or'Perelman; but to,treat
rhetorically-beiqngs to all boOks. , -

The problem is that you must make a personal decision on
whether or' n'ot you' believe that last.stgement, before attempting to be
an historiaty of rhettric. 1 rhetoric the knowledge of what to do with
languagt, or .is it the ab ty to use ianguage effectively? 'This is one.of
tlw:aIdest queitions Oter tiekr, it"Wis old 4 4ta'fitie of Psotagoras
and, hperatesi. 'and .::7 if same. modern .0, rs Atm correct At. forced
'Arista* to write the third bOdk'Ortia Lbeie, to keep up with practi-

.

cal conitletitoti. '046 Issue Of QJS tells us that some- peolile; at least,
still can't make up their minds.,

Dv not fear ft) at you will stumble into an answer to this ques-
tion; There are lost of wayt to avoid even asking ths.question. As a
compromise you can devise titles like "Etlah Rhetoric," or"Rhetoric
of the Suffrage MOveMent,". or "Rhetoric' of Popular MuSic,' In Witick
the titles imply the discoVery of a theory in a practice.Or you can treat
the histQry of rhetoric simply as a hittory of the books that'call.them7
wives books of rhetoric--in other words, study only the Richard
Whatelys, the Johann Sturms, or the Hugh Maks., As Etienne Gilson
once' remarked about another field, though, the history 6f philOsophy
ti not Om* the history of; its books, Or you can discover that,there
are rhetorkat aspects tojevery language use4or instance; dia it ever
Occ(tr to you that virtually every'sentential locution of two words or
more which:does not inc*te a copOlative' ver,b tends 'to dernpnitrate
wpm or Otttude Costipare "ft.is",:with "it Oinks," or Compere "you
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; .
are" with ''you are pleasing," Liae the character in Where's play who
finch. out .to his surprise, that he's been speaking prose all his life and
didn't know it, you too clan find rhetoric in everything...Our literary
brethren are finding .this out every day-. Or, mail theoretical level, you
can declare that there are simply many rhetorics anyway; one branch of'
this schoolof thought is the Symbiotic Mode, declaring that the inter-, ..
active relation of each cultute and its hanguage is so close that, in effect,
elich culture creates its own rhetoric. The Symbiotic Mode, it might be
nbted, makes it difficult to deal with concepts like -Rhetorical Tradi-
tikni"; another branch, though, is the New Rhetoric Mode; declaring tfiat

. ali! the work of the past, faulty as it may have been, ha, now made pos- .

sit* the ultimate, modern, or new rhetoric, it is Interesting to note that
fivSi. books with thetitle."New Rhetorie were published in the 1960's
butlione so f`ar in-the 1970's:1 finditinteresting also that when Chaim
Perelman's Trait e. de l'Argumentation (1958). was publithed in the
United' States eleveu years Later, its title became The New Rhetoric,
based on Perelman's sub-title, La Nou011eRhictorique.

So there are lots Of ways to avoid either asking or answering the
question. We happen to be cursed, ot Nested, with tieing in a fieid in
which the best (most- rhetorically efficient) of us don't ever neikto;.
make 'up our minds aboUt what we Aire doing: We can of course e.xPlaitt
oursefves to anybody, so we don't nee:d to explain ottrSX-es to ourselires,
So we\ confuse ourselves, and sowe violate.e'the first commandment/of. .

the rhetorical scholar: "l am Rhetoric, and thou shalt not hayetsistratige
rule torics before me." Everything in our, culture says that tile yOrst of '
all possible sins is the sin of ,synecdoche-..:.--that is, of mistaking the pact
for. the \ Wigek,, or; in technical graOuate: school terms, mistaking ave
praCticels- Of rhetoric for rhetoric itsdf..The terrible trage.dy;of ow. times. .

inay, Well 'NA that the; sinner, as'always,' is so 'satisfied .with himself or .

.hetself tha(heishe.iioesk't. even know its a.sin. The penalty for thii.sin

.may Well be tenure. '.. ' .. . .' .- ;
Iwould like toittccritify the other, nine negative comManciMents

of Atesearch Methods and To% for the History of Rhetoric." Tli
first. Ndwiv Comrnandment. as 1 have just pointed Out, 'is Do Not

iii.-..-:, Know
-... 1., f-----'7"Tte,sec9nd Neitative Commandment is BePossessed of Schc;lahY

\ Be tirnid in the face of social sCientists brandishihg empirical.
-, . , - -

swcwds, ,,,,.hich sparkle with multivariateealysis, Iwords encrusted with
the jeweli of chl7squares set firMly intol base of -control groups, Be
timid in tise face of experts of all kinds. Be thnkl, above allc- in-the. face'
of your elders. Do ri.o dare to,writelthat the Einperor has no, neW .

clothes. at-ell . be ashame oeffeter Raus; who is. reputed to-have said
that everything that Ari totle wrote! At false, Dare not to say' that
everything khat.Gerald Hauset, o*DonoVan Ochs, or Richard Erfos OT
Bruce,Gronbec.k OrCarl Carmichael or James AndreWs or James J. MUT-
phY or Thorhuli Sloane might possibly, say, be.mistaken Or incqrrect;
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perhaps, under some circumstances, seen in a'sertain way, when viewed
objectively, when seen in tile.light Of new evidence--however yoU may
Want to say it: be timid enough to think that your elders, by some vir-
tue of chronology,.knOw better than y6u. This second commandthent,
this arrogance born of tear, will make yqn untroubled and unproductive.

The, third Negative commandment, is--i.a-ek-Imagintktion. Settle,
not for what you already have, but foNhe minimum possible -- whatever
that might be. Take the first jokofkred, and sit? there. Subscribe to
Boredom Quarterly. Never ask any questions you can't answer within
three minutes, or five footnotes,,Vhichever C;(111fes first. Never wonder
why there is no history ofaudience:analysis,why noone has.ever stud-
ied the,James-Winans iheorrof perstasion (even though very telavision
millionaire se,etns to-know it),. Wh9:,..there is no history of the theOry.of
rhetorical figures, why there is no rhetorical work-ofPeter Ramus avail--
able in English, why there is no history of the infinence of Quintilian,
throughuut the ages' or. of CicerA'De pratore, for that matter, why
there is no ekplanation of the decay of rhetoric In the nineteenth iind
twentieth centuries, why rhetoricians seem unable to_talk t6 empiricists,
why no one, even Marshall..Mc Luhan or.alter Ong, has completely ex,
plat e0 what the printing Press aid to ritttoric, why students of.Renais-

'sanJe rhetoric only cite nine or tenauthors in their footnotes when it is
now clear that nearly a thousand authors flouriahed in that period, or
.,whether Chaim Perehnan is right whenhe says that .his :Veir4khetoric
is the first major Ineak in three centuries.in concepta due to Destartes.
Above all, if you wish to settle for the mininium possible --.whatever that
may be do not think for yourself: instead,-ask friend, consult a bo4
or even a professor, take a survey; but by no means separate yourserf
froM the common herd and make up y9uC own mind. Imagination
raises the blood pressure, makes the pulse More rapid --and, surely, is as
bad for you as a high level of.cholesterol,

This leada to the fourth Negative. Commandment, which is,
Prefer Systems to: Ideas. Subscribe to QJS, .CM, Perk SSJ, WSCA L-no
names, just initials --join the internalizing Kiwanis Club of your field,
go faithfully and silently to graduate colloquiA, and their national ver-
sions in Minneapolis, Houston, or n &Ronk.). Go to a Doctoral Honors
Seminar. Perish internally by inten al publication. Joina fad, like fantasy

*theme_ analysis or medieval rhet Be known for what:you are "in,"
since yOu can assume Vobody,Tes wha ou "are.," If possible, join a
"school of thought." Dbes Lloyd Bitz a a point Of view? Line up
either with it or against it. Is the orcist p ular thit year? Line up
either with its haters or ita praisers. In any case be a part of the on-going
system. That -will &aye you from ose long nights that Leonardo da
Vinci-Wrote about,.lying in bed -wbndering whether you're' doing the
right thing. Thinking can be injurious to your mental health.

With-this fourth Negative Commandment well in mind, that is,
to.Prefer Systems to Ideas, you'will have no trouble with the fifth, which

1 3
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is Narrow :Your. Interests. Restrict your on.campus interests to people
. in your field. Never talk to a philosopher --: after- ail, didn't Citecto..s4y

philosophy was just a -tool for us supetior rhetoricians? Never talk to a
linguist, qr a psychologist, (II an historian after all, a person is known
by .the coffeemates he keeps an y'd in this way our priStine vision of
y_Our subject will bloom uncorrupted by thiks.rit. anglemeii ts of real life.
Know Plato or Al- Firibi ors Jonathan Swift .irlioseph Priestley so Well
that they can become for yoll a touchstOne that illuminasca all the rest
of the universe. Should the student of Goisias or Saint Augustine or
Peter Ramus. or Richard Wagner object that you are misled, you need
only poinl Out that "the touchstone iS in the-eye of the beholder:" You
have no responsibility to explainthe whole world, after all, and it is only
faii- to point out to the miasuided say, students of ('icero's Philippiis,
of Anselm of Besate, of Saint Augustine., of epituphios, or a nineteenth
century sympathy that you have a right to choose Nur own research
topic -(i.e., to Narrow'. Your Interest).and that otherwise research itself
could not proceed if individuals did not have this right. Indeed, you are
right to.pursue thrs fifth Commandment ,.to Narrow Your Interests.

Thus follows .the sixth Negatjye Commandment: Lack Interest.
Lack iinterest in things you_ don't already know. One of the. leading
French writers of the seventeenth century, Michel Montaigne,Thad
painted on his ceiling this aphorisni: "I am ,a man,.and nothing human

k is-fowign to me." This wag a principle that ledMontaigne into many a
strange bypath.. He Would never have qualified as ah audience memb0-
for "Lavtrne and Shirley," or even "Saturday Night Live." Ho4 cOuki
Montaigne have been "relevant" this 'way? This -siZth CommandMent
urm you not to complicate your life by adding on new.data and new
experiences when you, can'.1 handle the 'ones youalready have. Wait. Let
it all simmer down. llave a cup of coffee. Have a. ctgaret te. Take a walk.
American societ;,. has lasted more than .two hundred years. WhY rush it
now? The librky will still be there tomorrow- why bother to look it

'up now? What difference does it make? Whocares? '..
..Thishne of reasoning makes it. perfectly clear why the. seventh

Negative ComMandment is so PoPular: that ia thecommandment, kack
Energy. -If you Lack Interest it is eaty to Lack Energy, If nothin is
particularly worth doing, why doanything? At the age of 19, of course,

N.,-, Cicero had written De inventionO, ohe of the. most intbehtial -hooks of
any kind ever written in our culture, and of course LudwigVan Beethoven
composed his first sonata at the age of ten; Be not dismayed that the
philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz learned Latin at the age of eight,
and began his study of logic at 'twelve. Harry. Caplan compiled -his
definitive list of medieval manuscripts of the ars praedicandi when he
was very close to your age. By these standards most of Us here are
already "over .the hill;" and naturally everyone will understand If we
simply don't bother.to try to live up to.the ImpOssible standards of
people like Karl Wallace and Douglas Ehninger. and Wilbur S. Howell

1 4
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and Made Hochmuth Nichols. The seventh Negative Commandment
says, "Why botherP' Someday some employer.will lurch up to you and
say, in effect, "What have yo6 done for us lately?" but until that day

. keep a cool and low profile.
, Aria then there's the eighth Negative Commandment: Thou Shalt

Not Covet lin Historical Background: Nexer learn languages, so strange
. terrntcan't tempt 'you. 4evei.go, beyond your foatnote3 ,.. for that way

. lies curioaity, and curiosity is the enemy of tenure. Always stick to your
. particular subject, Insl don't contaMinate, your understanding with

s .stson for doing so, like filling out a footnote or winning
unn cessary faCts 'or background. Never look up a fact unless you h
a cific re

t
bet. .Don't use open Stack librades, for in looking for the one book you
do nttd, you're liable to run afoul of Muller's Acliacency Theorem, that

that the bistorical value of a given book varies proportionately with
its linear stack distance from a book for which yOu have-the call riuMber.
(Some scholars, incidentally, find it useful, in this connection, to visit a
hbrary Only just before lunch,or within five Minutes of the departure
of the (ast bus.) A friend .of mine has thiS 'simple rule about strange
books: "When in doubt don't ec1k it out." If Hugh Blair's career
interests you in Scotts' mit , 4esist the temptation. If Joseph
Priestlsy mkej you ivonder a out Lavoisier, forget it. Nobody uses
phlogiston !yore anywaY. When LloYd Bitier .wg preparing hls
Introducti n to the Landmarks editi of George Camtthell's Philoso-
phy of Rhetoric his whole general wledge of Hume's philosoRhy

% resulted in /mly one sentence pn pa thirteen and anotherOn ege
fourteen. You can 'avoid this kind of wasted effort, if you cim be par-
ticular enough in your research, and,aVoid having top general an histori-,
cal background.. Never, for instance, read -a journal like History and

c: .Theory:-- Stuctitjs In Ire Philosophy of History, and:especially avoid
.- issues like the November 1977 ont in which Gerald Press shows how

,,. rhetorically trained Christian hiStOrians of the fifth century changed
the whole nature of historiography.

.

MoreoVer, you will find the ninth Neai Cotnmandment a.;
greas help to you: that is; Avoid M thoti. At avis we, have just con- .
eluded -a recruiting effort which pr uced nearli three hnndred.applica-.
tions. li was interesting to note that while virtually every candidate had
a graduate course background in einpirical, eiperimernal or statistical
tnithods,'.the "traVional" rhetoricians seemed to be remarkably free
of such methmfological contaminations. Just as we have seen earlier
that ignorance can be ah effective che0( against curiAty, so it seems
plain that lack .c)f method can forestal efficient historiography. A .cothot,
ley of this ninth Negative Commandment is, "Beware of transferring
Knowledge From One Field .to Another:9f at 10:00 a.m. you castigate
i sophomore for not providing a warrant for his.assertion in a clauroom
speech, be sure that you do not yourself-provide evidence tor your own
auertions at 11:00 a.M. when ,you send off your article to QJS. And

4
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seek not to distinguish between the cumulation ofahdu tiveidata sau one
hand and rhetorical amplificajion on the other. When in doubt, don't
define your terms in your writing. In writing history, moreover, cto not
seek out inemative means of investig r'this way lies mach labor,
and the hazard of crashing between the of The Unexplained Fatt
and the Charybidis of The Negative lnstan In dealing With the men
or women of history, labor not unduly long over detailed biographies,
for otherwise you may, find. that the great of the past were merelytnen
like me and thee. And spurn the production of editions or translations,
for otherwiss your readers by studying Iern can know as much as you.
And despise the l wly bibliography, for o ce,printed it may fall into the
hands of offriess Vii3C than thee, who i1l suck out Its scholarly jnices
and become befo1> the eyes of men ev more expert than thee. When
young, Write comp hensive surveys, bfore details cloud your vision;
when older, write critk4sm. Above all, this ninth Negative Command;
ment tells you, do not in your speakings and writin# reveal to your
audience which method, or methods you use, or indeed whether you
use any method at all. Don't ponder, produce. Write, write,.write, and
the Dean will beat a path to your tenure committee door.

And this-brings us to the tenth Negative Commandment, which
is, Thou Shalt Not Covet a Clear Writing Style. This can be the most
important commandment of all, for it can affect all the others. It is
true that many people find little difficultlin obeying this command-
ment, but in a changing world little should be left to chance. Cultivate a
healthy sense of ambiguity; for instance, in an article of, say, 2500
words,it is Useful to use the same wordpreferably one you've specially
seleted for the study like "holistic" or "dynamic" in as many senses
as possible. This will make it unnecessary to use recOgnized technical
terms in their ordinary meanings. Or you can cultivate a personal the-
saurus of synonyms so that you can get through the 2500 word article

4 without repeating a given word at all; since synonyms can never be
exactly, the same in meanii471 this will add a refreshihg sense of equivoca-
tion that will confound your critics. As for organization, always begin
by writing the word "the," t4en letting your pen take you where it will.
In 'other words, don't be a slave to structure. Learn four or five simple
o anizational plans to avoid. Remember that the basic Trinciple of

.. -1
p ogression in writing is Audience Induction; that is, you can expect any
reader to realize that the order of presentation of ideas hat no relation
to the conclusions to be drawn from them. Make a thesaurus of transi-
tional phrases to avoid, like "therefore," "next," "on al other hand,"
and the like. After all, Marshall McLuhan has proved tit the worki is

ra seething mass of imploding data bits, so youttnodern reader t an be
expected to know how tomake a mosaic if yOu hand him a box of looae
data bits. Long gone is- the day of coercive ,rhetoric in which-the writer
forced his personal, idiosyncratie patterns tnto the eyes of readers. Let
the reader be inductive --he may enjoy ,the puzzle..To add thither-.. .

26_
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, excitement to the readerCas-Z, you may from tlmi to time wish to
It... introduce a paragraph here or there on sothe subject of partic,ular

interest to 'you. The reader Will enjoy trying to figure out how"- anu, ,

wtether these paragraphs relate to the other materials you present.
Some writers cultivate a personal collection of all-purpose paragraphs
for this; SOIlle frequent subjects are: The Value,of Rhetoric, Rhetoric (

and the Social Order, Rhetoric and Literatuv, Rhetoric and Politics,
and so forth. Let your imagination be your gdide.in any case a decent
regard for the opinions of. mankind should tell'you,that with several
thousand , ords of unstructured ambiguity you too>ian be an average
historian o rhetoty.

B now, you May weil ask, what should I du, to be a true A-
)., . , .

historian, once I have mastered these ten cornmandmenty. Indecision is
the mother of inaction. Your best plan of action, year in'and year'out,

'is to do brief studies on a wide variety of topics. For your uwn salse.
your personal biblibgraphy should allow a healthy mix of studies on, .1
say, Plato, Richard Whately, renaissance emblem books, a definition

,

of "social movement," women's rhetoris, the,speeches of Hiram John-
son, and of course the mandatory "New Look, at the Enthymeme."
Avoid being trapped blto definitive knowledge of any one field. Above
all, write only .for the speech journals; %Within seven years you can b
sure ,that you Will know every member of your reading audience per-
songlt avoid the slings and arrows of outraged philosdphers or the
linguist's contumely. To thinpown career be true, and you cannot
be faulted by any man. . - .. I

Let Inc conclude'.
I have. a dream. I have a d thal yoaker scholars are, in

,

potency, greitter in their.scope and abilities than we older workers in
the field, I have a dream that whatever impels you young people to pur-

-iatkAnselm of Besate or Joseph Priestley will someday unite you withItyour fell to fill in the enormous chasms of ignorance about rhetoric,
, to level (tountains of confbsion and distrust about rhetoric, to

weave a seamless cloak of knowledge about one of the most funda-
mental activities of a human being.histower t'o communicate, and to
understand how he communicates. I hae a dream that you can help us
all appreciate how that understanding has grown over almost three
thousand years, so that we.today May understand better.

I have a dream, but you can, if you wish, make that dream a
nightmare. You and we elders% too, for that mattercan follow the
recipe for nightmare that you have just heard laid out in the Ten Nega- .

tive Commandments. You can make your highest ambition the stab's
quo. You can ae.ttle for the medfocre. You can pick as your role model
someone in this room, r$ther than someone like Paul Kristeller a Harry

, Caplan or A. 0. Lovejoy or Hannah Grey.
:Nightmare or dreaini the áholce Is yours.



AND ABSTRACTS

Rho' to-tic and Culture

'Rhetorical scholars, we contend, need to foster an understanding
of the cultural context ,in which the subject of their research is iodated.
This understaning is ,necesiary becaule any rhetorical artifact is T 41-

bedded in its cultural nVlieu. Howsqr, although we believe that und - "
standing the relationship between rhetoric and ci,dture Is important o

i scholars of the history of rhetoric, we. do not believe that making
arbitrary definitions or limitations of that' relationship provide muich
help in preparing scholafs for their resemh.. Rather, we recitmmend
four treat in which indlyiduil achokrs may develOp some buickr

, un4tanding this rettlionship within-their own research, -

First, scholars mifist begin with the primary texts related to their
particular research area. Thiemeans that scholars must not only deter-
mine what primary texts are anilable, but also consult sual texts direct-
ly. Scholars should not rely . solely upon translated versions of such
texts, but should be able to examine them-in their original form. Like-
wise,-scholars should not rely solely upon theoretical interpretations of
rUch teXnt supplied by Secondary sources: To aid scholars in their
general preparation for research, we suggest thxt academic departments .

.,. (l ) train students in locating and constructing biblioiraphies of Vrimary I

material, (2) encourage the itudy of foreign languages and diicourage
efforts Jo circumvent language. requirements, and (3) advise students
to tilj course: M` historical/critical methodology, historiography,
hermeneutics, and philoeophy of history which may better enable thern
to commit and evaluate:their own textual interpretations. .i. t-Sedond, scholars muitittempt to minimize thehk own sore
,biasoes toward any text, This'ineans that .icholari ilhatld make every
effOp to understand how an author !Mende specific technical tit thda .. .

reti& terms to be undersIgnd, Scholars:must be familiar with the
author and late 'writing stYlei,, is well as with the author's sources. To
help scholars meet these objectives, we, make .twO general supestions:
(I) coniult non-rhetorical worts writit by the author., auch u the,
:oretical treatises or pereonalpapirs, in oer to gain familiarity with the ':'
author and hfi Style and (2) ionsult non-rhetorical works roughly' ;
contemporary' With the' author; 'such as literary, philosophical, or
historical works, Aithich May pnivide inoishi fnto the sources of in-
fluent* ott the author:: .. , . .

.. Third, icholars must esti Opportunities to improve theft under
standing of the' impikations of their *arCh, Specifically, vie Wipe .'
that scholars titiliatithe expertise of or* in related research areal. For
*linage, trans/A*1i ein be' checked with language experts,..textual,
interpretations pn *examined bY critios.with sPoial knoWittdat Of the'
tuood theoretical.'hirpikatione co blt evahiatet by thatiriatboih hi :x
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our fletd ind in. others, with,expertise which pertains directly to the
research. Only in making use of such exptftt knowledge .eftiri; rhetorical
sqolars guaranteefthe quality of that/ reseilkih.

; Finally, scholars must reinember that becaur of ctiltural
st rain ts, the histsOry of rhetoriC cannot be studied adequately inJsolation.
ilierefOre, research in areas such as phksoply, literature, Lingtlistitis,,
history, religiOn, psychology, and sociology "may provide additional in-
sigkt for rhetorical scholars in their particular resdpich areas. For this
reaso.n, we tecommend that rhetorical scholars create 'kind psurstue oppor-
tunities to communicate with their colleagues in allied fiekds.

Ruth Anderson'
Beth S. Bennet

, Barbara Johnstone Koch
Michael Svohoda



JOSEPH PRIESTLEY:
A UNIObE REPRESENTATIVE OF ME E/GHTEENTH CENTURY

Ruth Anderson
The University of Oregon

Joseph Priettley personified the Zeitgeist of the Eighteenth
Centuri. The cuhnimrtion of his perionages the scientist, the educator,,
the pelacal activist, the theologian, and the pkilosopher describe-the
accepted tenets of the period in which he lived. The* ingiidi a devotion
to reason and the experimental method, a commitment tti the individual
right to self-ectualiution through education, a belief in the will of the
pe le as expressed in a social contract, and a credence in the natural
law guidefto truth. These buic dogmas of the Eighteenth Century
serve.. as grOundwork for his rhetorical theory. With nature as the
foundation of his theory, Priestley relied on faculty Psychology and the
Hartleiaa association of ideas as he developed his theories on Invention,
arrangement, style and taste. His commitment to 'seek prictical truth as
illustrated in his various perionages, as well as his eagerness,. to corn.

municate that truth as illustrated in his rhetorical theory, truly make
Joseph Priestley an uncommonly representative individual of the
Eighteenth Century.-

A PROLEGOMENON TO ME STUDY OF
TUE RHETORIMACHIA OF ANSELM DE BESATE.

Beth S. Bennet
The University of Iowa

As one of only two thetoriCaLtreatAses that survive .froni the..
period 819 to1050, the Rhetorimitchia of Anselm de Besate should hold
considerable interest for rhetorical scholars. In, general, however, the
treatise hu been either misrepresented or .overlooked in studies of
medieval rhetOric. Accordingly, this paper provides a pfilliminary analy-
sit of Anselm's Rhetorimachia and a discuisioa of objective: necessary
for future research.

The Rhetorimachia is divided into three book:, all of which
maintain a rhetorical attack upon Ansekn's cousin, Rotilandus. Book
One attacks a letter which Ansehn allegedly received from Rotilanslus.
Anselm criticizes the st9le of the letter, the validity of its arguments,
and Rotilandus' claims to virtue. Book Two attempts to reaffirm the
virtue of Anselm's zharacter. This reaffirmation begins indirectly as
Aneelm relates a vision in which he is transported to Elysium. There
knsalm is lau-ded by the saints and is told of Rotilandus' wickedness.:
With the end of the vision, Arissim begins a direct defense of himself u
a. virtuous and hoarnsd man. Book Three resumeithe dirsct attack on

.?



Rotilandus wherein Anse lm describes spec* examples, of tllandus'
corruption. Ana.: hn ettdi the treatise bY renparking that havingcompleted
hil extended example ofjudicial rhetotic, he plans to write a North
book illUstrating demonstrative rhetoric.

On the basis of 'this preliminary analysis, the paper shows, that
although the Rhetorimachla is a product of the Ciceronian rhetorical
Jradition, the treatise differs conaiderably from such rhetorical works IS
Alcuin's Disputatio de rhetorka et de. virtujibus and Notker Labeci'S
Noua. rhetorica. The pater concludes that in order to determine the
theoretical iniportance of .the Rhetorimachia, future research needs to
provide a careful study of the source's used by, Anselm, an-znalysis.of
his s'iplication of these sol.fiCes; and an examination of the implicit
rhetorical theory within the treatise;

THE RHETORIC OF AL-FA.RA131:
, A MEDIEVAL ARAB INTERPRETATION OF ARIMTLE.

Berpara Johnstone Koch
The University of Michigan

This paper begins with a historicalAnd intellectual overview of
the 'Abbasid empire, in which Al-Firibr, a tenth-century Arab philoso-
.pher and commentator, lived and wrote. Next, a brief stirnmary of Al-
Farabra biography and his general philosphical viewi is given. Then,,a
description of 'Al-Furies view of Greek philosophical rhetorid ts pre-.
sented, drawn from several of his works. Two striking differences.be-
tynen Al-Firibrs- rhetoric and Aristotle's.are noted Al Friribis con-
ception of rhetoric its an abstract branch of logic,as opPosed.to Aristotle's
mom practical view, and the absence in Al-Farabrs work of the notion
of rhetoric as potentially bad or dangerous logic. In conclusion, a possible
historical and social reason for these differences is presented.

PLATO'S K4NOWLEDGE OF GORGIAS

Michael Svoboda
The Pennsylvania State University

This paper extends the work of Coulter and De Romilly, arguing
that Plato is familiar with the major works of Gorgias. Support for this
position is drawn from the ptesence..in Plato's dialogues of wordings,
propositions, examWes, linage:, foims of argument, arid overall speech
structures similar to those found in the inajOr fragments of the historical
Gorgiu. Further support draws upon the presence of references to perx
sons or events associated with Gorgias in dialogues where Gorgianic ma-
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teiiais4iscissed.orlsrelevant. Three dialogues each contain several such
alluaion and references with special regard to one of Gorgias' works:
They : The Apology (Deftnse of Palarnedes),Gorgias (The Encomium

IS

of Hele with a few allusions to Palamedes), and Parmenides (On The
Non-i tent ). The Study concludes from these pairings that Plato
knoWs Gorgias' work and that his arguments against Gotgias are reason-
ab to genuine Gorgianic positions. Theie are diffetences,be-
tween the ways GOrgias and Plato use the same topos or proposition, but
the contraSt fitiwtiorts as A part of Flato's arguments against Gorgias. The
study implies, that a more conservative interpretation,Of GOrgiaa' works
might be in ordet, as- no discUssion of "the .necessity of deception"
(Untersteiner, Rosenmeyer, Gronbeck) has thus far been found in any
'dialogue where Gorgianic material is prominent. Finally, the study sug-
gests that continued work with Platonic allusions might prodwe a theoiy
of the rhetoric of allusion.



II. Rheioric and Philosophy 7.

The "metarhetorical" level of analysis provides the co on de-
nominator for the three tOptcs of thepapers presented under thearubric
of "Rhetoric and Philosopq." A definition of "metarhetoric". is pro-
vided by !tunes J.. Murphy hi "The Rhemric of Plato, 4ugustine and
McLuhan: A Pointing Euai"*.

I NVOUiCi propose that metarhetoric is the counterpar
epistemology. Metarhetoric investigates what a rhetorician
needs lo know in order tohe a rhetorician. It examines the
first principles, either stated or left iniplicit:upon rhlcha
rhetorician bases his whole activity. As men 'differ Widely,
their views of such first prinCiPles may also be expected to
.vary widely)

Although the papers differ in that they study rhe fourth, sixteenth and
eighteenth centuries of Western thought, they all COncentrate upon the
motivating principles of thought within thek centuries. After meeting
and reviewing the thrust of each other's concems,'"we agree that no
precise restriction can define the relationship between :rhetoric and
Philosophy. Instead, we offer the metarhetorical level as a helpful con-
cept which allows a multiplicityof crhical questions to be examined. We
consider metarhetorical analysis, to delve into the philosophical fouiicia-
lions of rhetorical thought; that is, the tuiderlythg issues Whicji motivate'
the conception of a principle for. communicatieri..

A rhetorician's worldview is the focus of metarhetorical analYsis.
For example, Molly Wertheimer explores two critical issues for under-
standing Saint Augustine's notion of teaching others: first, Augustine's
:View of signs, i.e., -the way. langnage works in promoting meaning; and
seCond, his theological assumption concerning le radical separation of
people based -on:the Fall. Mary Vielhaber's stubiy of Peter Ramus ex-
amines the influences on Rainus' thinking, the intellectual climate of
the sixteenth century and the evaluations of Remus' contemporaries as
well as subsequent logicians, Jacquelin Mason .analyzes the emergence
of sympathy as a synthetic rhetorical strategy in-the eighteenth century
due to three philosophical principles: first, knowledge and reason are
based upon sensations, feelings and emotions; second, the Psychological
focus of the thought needed in order to build ascfence of human nature
based upon an empirical application of the natueal sciences; and. third,
the impetiis for study was theconcern tor the workings of the mind and
the to

We 'wish to make suggestiontior future research ased on
ept of metarhetoricia analysis. Arst, we see the necessity for stu

I James J. Murphy,, '1'he Meozhetorics of Plato, Augustine, and McLuhan:
A Pointing Estay ," Phijosophy and Rititaile, 4 (1011), 202.
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ing.other disciplhies nit resOUrce for understanding the ethical, aesthetic,
religious and mei'aphysical doctrines which enter into rhetorical theory.
Journals from aca
report advances i
languages can open
other Words, we c
scholarly. interest .rat
we Caution against t
rhetoric tries to solve
the metarhetoricille
debate, the rhotorita
stand back to view
Third', we sUggeat lo
stand his pinlosophi
a sense of order whi
thought.. Vinalty, we
which det1neS terms
a philosophical foc
thonght. Students
suMptions which do)ininated thought and, thus, rhetoric through history.

emic areas other than speech conuOincation also
rhetorical research. Similarly, learning different
orlds of knowledge conterning communication. In
I for a rigor in rhetorical studies stimulated by
ier than restricted by known boundaries. Second,
c tendency for limited insight when the student of
the philosophical questions posed in focusing upon
el of analysis. Rath'er than engage in philosophical
scholar must decline to enter the brawl and instead
hc "rhetorical" issues of philosophical questions.
king at contemporaries of a given writer to under-

al orientatioh. We recognize that every culture has
'h defines the scope and boZnidaries for rhetorical
urge for the,adoption of a methodology of research
and reveals 'criteria for analyAs. When one assumes
s, one should learn to &4.4erstand systems of
rhetoric need tO underStand the philosophical as-

Jacquelin Mason
MaryiElizabeth Vielhaber
Molly Wertheimer



A SYNTHETIC THEORY OPSYMPATHY: AN ANALYSIS
OF THE THEORIES OF KAMES, HUME, SMITH AND CAMPBELL

AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE HISTORY
OF RHETORICAL THEORY

Jacquelin Mason
Indiana Univerli ty

In questioning the mystery of the human mind, and soul, eight,
eenth -century philosophers advanced the concern of rhetorical theory
into the realm of psychology. This paper focuses upon thetheory of
sympathy as an emerging rhetorical strategy of the period's psychologi-
cal orientation.. It traces the theory of sympathy throlfgh the primary
works of Lord Karnes, David Hume, Adam Smith, end George Campbell.
An overall eighteenthcentury definition of sympathy was the innate
capacity of the human mind to reflect or feel the emotions of another
person. These four philosophers wanted to build a science of human
nature based upon an empirical application of the natural sciences.
Klitlles, Hume, Smith and Campbell saw sympathy as an integral part of
the communication process between the speaker and the audience. Two
primary conclusions are posited in the paper. First, a synthetic theory
of sympathy which combined stylistic devices ..d substantive modes of
proof to induce belief in an audience emerged from the eighteenth
century. Thesynthetic theory blended a cognitive level of reflection with
an emotional level of-feeling. Second, the synthetic theory was philo-
sophically grounded in the potion of a communal bond of society in-
herently existing in sharing sympathy.

'The analysis provided in this investigation concentrates on five
primary works accordini to four criteria. First, each theorist's definition
of sympathy was examined to locate the nature of content and style as
involving a totally emotional and/or.cognitive level between the speaker
and audience. Second, the theorists'were compared and contrasted to
show the full impetus of the 'evolving synthetic theory. Third, the
speaker-audience relationship was analyzed to understand the blending
of stylistic and substantive ebnceins in the theories. Fourth, the societg
Perspective of sympathy a: a bond for people was examined.

Tw9 conclusions are posed to deal with the implications Of the
synthetic theory fOrfthe history of rhetorkal theory. First, the synthesis
of form and contullt from the eighteenth century's view of sympathy
receives full applicetkon as a rhetorkal perspective in twentieth-century
theorist Kenneth Burke's notkm of identification. Burke unites the in-
separability of content and form with the idea of the commonalities of
the human situation. The paper examines the similarities between identi-
fication and sympathy. Second, the founding, evolutionary synthetic
theory of sympathy allows one to see the hiatorical impetus for identi-
fication in the twentieth century. A study of the nineteenth century
should analyze the roluit the communal bond and the inseparability of
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form Ind content ill our own discipline and in other disciplimis such as
'literary criticism,

THE LOGIC OF PETER RAMUS: A RE EXAMINATION

Mary Eliubeth Vielhaber
,

.

The University of Michigan

Pete( Remus has been both lauded and scorned for hit contribu-
tiotta-to educational refoitii.sin the sixteenth century. Ranuts is remem-
bered priinarily for suggesting that-logic be limited to inventiOn and
.arfangstnent of arguments while rhetoric be cOnoemed with style and
delivery. The purpose Of this paper is tO examine the writings Of Remus
on logic and their influenCe both dUring the sixteenth century and to-
day. ReasOns for ikamistic influence as well aelhe evaltiations of both

. logicians and rhetoricians are examined. Theamdris of Ramistic influ-
ence strongly suggosts 'that his influence was duevoti to .the scholarly
merits of: hls writing but to the problems inherent in the completty of r.
scholastkr logic, to the use of the printing press; and to the simplicity of

Ralnus' Work did little to. advance the underst f logiC While it .

his work. The eVithiations of suhseqUent logicians sup t the claim that

. enjoyed iinMense pOpulatty during nth kentury. In fact,
scholars wbc study the history ,of logic argue that RaMiltiC logic is

rtant 'because of its influence on the commOn person and not 11.
use of :its Proflindity. The intention of this Study is to claim that

we must Continue to re .eximind Remus, his work, and his Influence on
the growth of logic and rhetorit:'

,

AUGUSTINE O$ I TEACHING

'Molly Wertheimer
'flee Pennsylvania &ate University

.A4gustins, Was 'deeply cor*erned.,with ediOatiOn because he
thought Anstruction in th4 'principles. Or Christian faith would lead
leirners along the path. tojelVation. With such urgency niOtivating hini,
he..divetOped t theory .of pedagogy so that teachers ,4iotildhave guiding
princjpies -to rely on while acquiring 'skills of instruction. Three of hie
works aro explicitly pedagogical: On chriitianDocirfne dals With the
probiene of extractitiginiths from reCeited texts (Books I -ill) and pre-
Witting these truths to othere (Book IV). The Teacher explores the re-
litiodship between long*, and learning, drawing the Conehygon that
the "Inner Teacher" is responsible fOr thg criationof meaning within e..
llieenerNarner. And the Plosi','CirecseeOcei trunuction totfoittit the
teaches morale or attitude abOist the eciivity of instriscting others,

;

,



In this paper,. I begin with two basic ideas from First Catecheti-
cal Instmetion; these ideas overlap and both involve the reasons why
teachers often develdp antipathy for the task of instructing others. (1)
As teachers, we may think our discourse dull when we compare the oral
expression of our ideas to the way these ideas are entertained in private
meditative experience. And (2) we become disappointed when listeners
fail to respond ty our instruction. Concerning the first problem with
morale, Augustine reminds us that, in this life, even the truths enjoyed
in private meditation are not as clear as we might like them to bt,: And,
concerning (2), Augustine reminds us that there is a radical sepidation
among "fallen men- so that when a learner fails to respond to instruc-

. tion, we.Caniiat with certainty assign as cause our own discourse because
other factors may be operating. Augustine suggests that we adapt our
discourse as well as we can to the temperaments of our heaters and their
trained habits of mind. Such adaptation can increase the chance that
listeners will learn from our discourse. Ultimately, however, the "Inner
Teacher" alone is responsible for growth in learners. I have supple-
mented the suggestionc on adapation which Augustine _made in First
Catechetical Instniction with incidents from his experience as ielated in
the Confessions.

vt.
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III. Discourse Analysis
The aim of this discussion is to construct definition of "rhe-

torical Oticism" from the answers to three questi s which we believe
are essential to any adequate analysis of that term. Our first question is,
"What are the proper objects for rhetorical criticism?" To this we reply,
"All instances of purposive symbol use," where the extension of "pur-
posive" ig restricted to include only the symbol -dser's purpose to inform
or persuade. The second question is, "What,are thefunctions of rhetor-
ical criticism?" Our belief is that the functions of\rhetorical criticism are
to (1) elucidate and (2) evaluate symbol, use or discourse as rhetorical,
as smell as to (3) increase the siore of the principles of rhetoric. The third
question is, "How does rhetorical criticism perform these functions?"
In our answer to this question, we shall treat each function separately.

To elucidate symbol use as rhetorical is merely to isolate or
identify what a symbol-user hats done to achieve 1,lis or her purpose Olt
the discourse. The symbol-tiser's purpose may either be learned from
adinission or testimony or be constructed on the basis of pragmatic
impliation. The symbol-user's actions to achieve his or her purpose
may be identified through various-types of analysis, including, for
example, analysis of symbol-user strategies in composing and present-
ing the discourse of interest.

To evaluate symbol use as rhetorical, we insist, is to make a
judgment regarding the degiee to which a symbol-user's discourse con-
stitutes a successful attempt..to achieve his or her informative or per-
suasive purpose for the symbol use'. Such eva/uation may be carried out
through the aPplication of one or more of the folltrwing criteria: (1) the
effects of the discourse insofar as they May be determined, (2) the prin-
ciples of rhetoric, (3) general propositions which cohere with but art

contained in the principles of rhetoric. A symbol user.'s discourse
be sVd to be a suCcessful attempt to achieve his or her purpose

only If ffle actual effects of the discourse are consistent with the
symbol-user's purpose or If the Apourse itself is consistent *ith either
the principles Of rhetoric or general propositions which cohere with
those principles.

To increale the store of the principles of rhetoric is to formulate
some general proposition, previously not included among such principles,
which applies to what a symbol-user has done to achieve his or her
purpose in a piece of discourse. This newly discovered proposition either

"forms the basis of an account of the &dual, success of the symbol-user's
discourse atproducing effects consistent with his or her purpose, or it
coheres with the accepted principles of rhetoric.

Althoush no .f411 explication of our definition of rhetorical
criticism is .possible Nino we do wish to call attention to two last
features. Flrst, our definition includes= approprkte ob eC.ts for rhetori-
cal criticism certain forms of symbol use which are custçhnarlly excluded

Ct.
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from the consideration of the rhetorical critic, including visual designs
such as paintings, statues, and buildings, acougical designs such as
musical compositions, and certain fOrms of non-verbal behavior such as
dancing. Our contention is that any form of symbol use is subject to
rhetorical criticism jf itsliurpose is informative or persuasive. Second,
our definition excludes from rhetorical criticism cortahtforms of dis-
cour s. analysis which are commonly characterized as rhetorical. These
include strictly. aestketic, thematic, structural, and ethical criticisms
which focus primarily on something other than the. syyntiol-user's
attempts to inform or persuade with his or her discourse. Our view is
that no analysis of discourse constitutes rhetorical criticism unless it
takes as the basis, of its elucidation, evaluation, or theorizing what a
symhol-user has done to achieve his or her purpose.

f

Robert N. Gaines
Celeste Railsback
Barbara Ann Vincent
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. CICRO'S ItHETORICAL SITUATION IN THE PHILIrptcs
1 ' Robert N. Gaines

The University of Iowa

Despite their-.14ortance to any complete understanding of
Cicero's poNtickal oratory, the Philippics have been alm9st totally
ignored by scholars of rhetoric. In an effort lo 'somewhat remedy this
lack'of atterftion, the present study examines the Ciceronian Philippics
as a unified response to a distinct rhetorical situation. The critical
approach used in the-investigation is constructed along lines suggested

' by Bitzer's analysis, of the rhetorical situation into exigence, audience, i
/Ind constraints. .

The study begins withal sketch or theJidstorico-political con-
text which gave rise to the Philippics. SPecifecally discussed are two
aspects of that context fluting the period 17 March td 19 December, 44
B:C.: Mirk Antony's political ascendence and Cicero's early reaction tb
Antony's growing power. ,

Thereafter, .the study proceeds in two Major scgments. Within
-the first, the Philippics are treated as a unitary discourse respolding to
a rhetorical maciosituation. Here Cicero's Philippics are shovip4p func-
tion as a fitting response to the primary exigence of Antony tics!Nroir
ascendency, the expectations of the rhetorical audience with re ct to
that exigence, and the rhetorical constraints offered by an extremely
complex set of political circumstandes related to that exigence.

- The second segment analyzes the Philippics as a series of dis-
courses responding to diverse rhetorical microsituations. In this segment,

x it is demonstrated' that Cicero sustains his overall rhetorical response ,
throughout the maturation .of the rhetorical macrosituation by effec-,
tively adapting ihdividiaLphilippics to a wide range of secondary rhetor-
ical exigences, relevant audiences, and attendant constraints, as well
as totis overriding rhetorical objective the 'destructive modification of
Antony's political ast%endency.

IPITAIWIO: A SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED REALITY

Celeste Railsback
The University of Iowa

The Athenian State Funeral Orations present a "myth of the
'people' " in which the Athenians, because of their ideal heritage, are
pictured as having all the qualities of the Homeric heroes-,a myth of
ti)e ,Athenians at completely invincible, just, kiwi, intelligent, and
honest. This 'myth of the 'people' " wis not consonant with reality..
The Athenians had lost wars, and they were not always just,pr kind, or
honeit.
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Despite ie fake picture of reality it presented, this "Heroic
Greeks" myth was widely accepted. It lasted over a hundred years,
echoed throughout the culture, and lurks still in ourmodern appraisal
of Athenians. Five probable causes for its acceptance suggest themselves.

/ First, through thA, myth the,Athenians gained the selfpride and
101fconfidence they needed to meet the demands of times of war.
Second, the myth resonated with the traditional "fantasy themes" of
the culture. Third, because the funeral orations were epideiCtic, they
stressed values rather than facts, and they faced no opposition. Fourth,
the myth was presented as a mere abstraction no sacrifice wasrequired
of the Athenians if they were to accept it. Finally, the myth provided
ideal role models, whic he Athenians lacked,

Further studies similar situations, such as Hitler's
;ermany, the Reverend Jim ones' cult, or perhaps even Khomeini's

rise to power, Are necessary t6 confirm that these Oauses are generaliz-
/ able. However, this case study provides information about what causes

people to accept socially constructed views of.reality which clash with
the physical reality, and, perhaps, thus provides us keys to avoiding such
false constructions in ourselves.

WAGNER'S CIESAMTKUNSTWERK AS RHETORIC:
A PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH

John Rlndo
The Univenity of Oregon

Hitler recognized no ideological predecessor with the exception
of Richard Wagner, the intellectual giant of the 19th century. In Wagner
Hitler found the granite foundations for the Nazi ideology. Wagner was
plike other opera composers; he was an active revolutionary through-
out his career. His main goal in life was to establish a unified Germany,
a nation united 'through the Voiks, the community of pure blood. In
order to achieve his goal Wagner attempted to mobilize the cultural
mythology of the Germanic people into a powerful, mdving rhetorical
art work, the Gesamtkunstwerk. Wagner hypothesized that a successful
combination of all the arts, under the control of one master artist, would
move crowds in such a way as to cause them to bkome totally immersed
in the world of the work. The 116/k would come to identify with the
characters, the archetypal images, the rhythm,.and the situations within
the opera. Wagner sought to unify all members of the pure blood line
by malcitig them believe that they were part of a master race which must
guard against Jewish invaders.

A phenomenological approach is needed for effective criticism
of this rhetorical situation, for only the agent's perCeition.of rhetorical
stimuli can be used sa accurate evidence for building a rhetbrical theory



capable of analy. ing a subconscious system. The critic must examine
how the agents wed the opera in. that time and in that place. Only
then can we under and Hitler's claim: "Whosoever wants to.Understand
National Socialist Germany mutt knOw Wagner."

I.

THE EMERGENCE OF CONFLICTING RHETORICAL STYLES
IN POST-RESTORATION ENGLAND:

SEiTING THE STAGE FOR THE "BATTLE OF THE BOOKS"

low Barbara Ann Vincent
The Univerlity of Michigan

The late seventeenth century in England was a time of invention
in science, exploration in philosophy, and re-examination in rhetorik
and literature. Philosophers such as LOcke and Bacon wrote extremely
influential treatises which probed into* the faculties of the human mind
and developed new, intriguing ideas about the use of reason in the
human endeavor. This fascination with reason took practitioners of
rhetorical style in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century in
two distinctly different directiOns. One grout) followed rationalism to
its end In scientific exproration and invention, while the other group
developed a philosophy Of 4tetorical practice and theory built upon the
theories of John Locke.

This paper explores the ideas prevalent in post-Restoration
England which affected rhetorical style throughout the eighteenth
;century. The conflict between the cryptic lanfuage of rationtlism and
the flowing prose of neo-Ciceronianiam surfaced visibily in the publica-
tions of cultured men of the age. At the dawning of the new century,
in 1704, a work was published which later lent its name to this conflict
of rhetorical styles. The work was The Battle of the Books, the subject
in large part was the controversy between classical and contemporary
rhetorical style, and the author was Jonathan Swift.

The present study suggests a relationship between the philoso-
phies of the period and the subsequent controversy ov,r rhetorical style
exemplified in Swift's bcrok; this study outlines those philosophies upon
which eighteenth century rhetorical style wa.s later to be built.


